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Because Mommy teaches Emma that God is present in
everyone in the world, Emma learns not to be afraid and even
asks God to help Peter. Reprint.
In this New York Times bestseller, internationally renowned
Japanese scientist Masaru Emoto shows how the influence of
our thoughts, words and feelings on molecules of water can
positively impact the earth and our personal health. This book
has the potential to profoundly transform your world view.
Using high-speed photography, Dr. Masaru Emoto discovered
that crystals formed in frozen water reveal changes when
specific, concentrated thoughts are directed toward them. He
found that water from clear springs and water that has been
exposed to loving words shows brilliant, complex, and colorful
snowflake patterns. In contrast, polluted water, or water
exposed to negative thoughts, forms incomplete,
asymmetrical patterns with dull colors. The implications of this
research create a new awareness of how we can positively
impact the earth and our personal health.
A resource for daughters of mothers with narcissistic
personality disorder explains how to manage feelings of
inadequacy and abandonment in the face of inappropriate
maternal expectations and conditional love, in a step-by-step
guide that shares recommendations for creating a
personalized program for self-protection and recovery. 50,000
first printing.
Cutting across class, race, religion, and gender, A Woman's
Worth speaks powerfully and persuasively to a generation in
need of healing, and in search of harmony. With A Woman's
Worth, Marianne Williamson turns her charismatic voice—and
the same empowering, spiritually enlightening wisdom that
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energized her landmark work, A Return to Love— to exploring
the crucial role of women in the world today. Drawing deeply
and candidly on her own experiences, the author illuminates
her thought-provoking positions on such issues as beauty
and age, relationships and sex, children and careers, and the
reassurance and reassertion of the feminine in a patriarchal
society.
Discusses how to achieve love that is not dependent on
external circumstances, defining it as a readily accessible
inner state through which people bring love to the outside
world by emulating the methods of leading spiritualists and
scientists.
Offers ecumenical meditations on love, perception,
forgiveness, eternal life, and theoretical concepts in theology
Prayer is a powerful force that can lift spirits, guide journeys,
and heal the heart. Illuminated Prayer is a small volume of
spiritual wisdom to bring the power of prayer into our daily
lives. Illustrated in the manner of an illuminated manuscript,
Illuminated Prayers offers a treasured keepsake of the power
and enduring relevance of Williamson's message: Prayer
illuminates our souls, and with prayer we can change the
world.
"We need to encourage an understanding that inner peace
comes from relying on human values like love, compassion,
tolerance, and honesty, and that peace in the world relies on
individuals finding inner peace." —His Holiness, the Dalai
Lama These six words—please heal my fear-based
thoughts—change lives. In this brief and inspiring book, based
on Engle’s study of A Course in Miracles, she explains how
to use the prayer and experience immediate benefits: being
less irritable, more patientlaughing morefeeling like you have
more time, more energyworrying lessmaking decisions more
easilysaying no without guilt A typical prayer goes something
like this: "Please help us find the money to pay our mortgage
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this month." Saying the prayer may help you feel like the
burden of that month's mortgage has been lifted, but the part
of you that feeds on fear will simply seek out new financial
worries to keep you awake at night. Old patterns remain
intact. In contrast, asking, "Please heal my fear-based
thoughts about our mortgage" lifts the burden AND relieves
the need to re-create that fear and hold onto it. This prayer
heals your very desire for burdens, your addiction to fearbased thoughts, freeing you to live without that fear and with
greater peace of mind. As a result, your financial situation is
also free to improve. That's what makes it so different. One
Facebook fan told Engle, "The most blessed aspect of this
prayer is all the open space it creates for peace—I never knew
how many fear-based thoughts were clogging up in me until
this prayer."

Back by popular demand -- and newly updated by the
author -- the mega-bestselling spiritual guide in which
Marianne Williamson shares her reflections on A Course
in Miracles and her insights on the application of love in
the search for inner peace. Williamson reveals how we
each can become a miracle worker by accepting God
and by the expression of love in our daily lives. Whether
psychic pain is in the area of relationships, career, or
health, she shows us how love is a potent force, the key
to inner peace, and how by practicing love we can make
our own lives more fulfilling while creating a more
peaceful and loving world for our children.
For so many people, whether your addiction is to a
substance or merely to a certain way of thinking or
acting, a profound humbling occurs when you realize that
your problem is bigger than you are. The terror of
realizing, even dimly, that you have no control over a selfPage 3/20
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destructive pattern of behavior that as much as you
would want to, you simply cannot stop can mark a crucial
turning point in your life. At that point, you go in one of
two directions: either way, way down, or way, way up. . .
. This book is for you if you know in your heart that you
are an addict, and that you are powerless before your
addictive behavior. As the title promises, Marianne
Williamson looks at weight loss from a spiritual
perspective, bringing you 30 lessons that can be done
separately or in conjunction with any other serious
spiritual path. These 30 lessons are completely separate
from anything related to diet or exercise they will retrain
your consciousness in the area of weight in order to
break the cycle of overeating, dieting, and shame that
rules so many lives. Finally, Marianne has brought you
what you've been waiting for: help to heal your addiction
once and for all!
A guide on how to successfully defuse and avoid
negative confrontations with difficult people offers
strategies on how to render oneself less of a target, act
on anger, outmaneuver controlling behaviors, and
develop effective communication skills. Reprint. 35,000
first printing.
Her most controversial book is one you will never forget.
An outspoken thinker, a celebrated actress, a truly
independent woman, Shirley MacLaine goes beyond her
previous two bestsellers to take us on an intimate yet
powerful journey into her personal life and inner self. An
intense, clandestine love affair with a prominent politician
sparks Shirley MacLaine's quest of self-discovery. From
Stockholm to Hawaii to the mountain vastness of Peru,
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from disbelief to radiant affirmation, she at last discovers
the roots of her very existence. . . and the infinite
possibilities of life. Shirley MacLaine opens her heart to
explore the meaning of a great and enduring passion
with her lover Gerry; the mystery of her soul's connection
with her best friend David; the tantalizing secrets behind
a great actor's inspiration with the late Peter Sellers. And
through it all, Shirley MacLaine's courage and candor
new doors, new insights, new revelations-and a luminous
new world she invites us all to share.
ROMANCING THE ORDINARY is organised as a
yearbook, celebrating a spirituality of the senses
seasonally, monthly and weekly. Sarah Ban Breathnach
introduces the concept that women are endowed with not
five, but seven senses: Sight, Hearing, Taste, Touch,
Scent, Knowing and Wonder. Each day's reflection, each
week, will highlight one of the senses drawing on the
natural and supernatural worlds. By exulting in the
ecstatic experience of daily life, by romancing your soul working out what excites or moves you to tears, what
makes your heart miss a beat, your knees shake and
soul sigh - Sarah Ban Breathnach shows you how to
embrace your magical, mystical, sensitive and spiritual
Essential Self, restoring weary and jaded feminine souls.
The internationally recognized teacher, speaker, and
New York Times bestselling author of A Return to Love
argues that our desire to avoid pain is actually
detrimental to our lives, disconnecting us from our
deepest emotions and preventing true healing and
spiritual transcendence. Marianne Williamson is a
bestselling author, world-renowned teacher, and one of
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the most important spiritual voices of our time. In Tears
to Triumph, she argues that we—as a culture and as
individuals—have learned to avoid facing pain. By doing
so, we are neglecting the spiritual work of healing.
Instead of allowing ourselves to embrace our hurt, we
numb it, medicate it, dismiss it, or otherwise divert our
attention so that we never have to face it. In refusing to
acknowledge our suffering, we actually prolong it and
deny ourselves the opportunity for profound
wisdom—ultimately limiting our personal growth and
opportunity for enlightenment. Frozen by denial, we are
left standing in the breech. Whole industries profit from
this immobility, and while they have grown rich, we have
become spiritually poorer. As Marianne makes clear, true
healing and transcendence can only come when we
finally face our pain and wrestle with what it has to teach
us. Written with warm compassion and profound wisdom,
Tears to Triumph offers us a powerful way forward
through the pain, to a deeper awareness of our feelings,
our lives, and our true selves.
Bestselling spirituality author and guru Williamson offers
fairly generic, but beautifully illustrated, prayers for the
Christmas season. Written in the slightly offbeat, mystical
style that is Williamson's trademark, these prayers
emphasize the holiday's themes of universal love and
reconciliation.
Examining a host of social and economic injustices from
a spiritual perspective, the author of A Return to Love
offers her perspective on how to change America from a
greed-obsessed nation to one that respects the rights
and dignity of all human beings. Reprint.
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`Deepak Chopra`s thoughts on spirituality and child
rearing are original, profound and fascinating'
BENJAMIN SPOCK, MD Deepak Chopra`s Seven
Spiritual Laws of Success have touched a chord around
the globe because of their simplicity and trust. This
parenting book takes those laws one by one and
explores the many ways parents can bring them into the
lives of their children. Explaining that success depends
on who you are rather than what you do, this worldrenowned physician and author shows that spirituality
lies at the source of all achievement in life. Suggesting
ways that parents can help their children absorb this
timeless wisdom from an early age, Deepak Chopra
offers a daily programme of practical, thought-provoking
ideas for the whole family to follow. In this way, parents
can teach their children how to live in the most effortless,
harmonious and creative way - and thus know true
abundance thoughout their lives.
Now updated with new material by #1 New York Times
bestselling author and 2020 Democratic presidential
candidate Marianne Williamson, the twentieth
anniversary edition of Healing the Soul of America
shares her timeless, visionary message of political
healing. In the twentieth anniversary edition of Healing
the Soul of America, Marianne Williamson reclaims her
powerful voice for social conscience in American society.
This is a time, according to Williamson, for Americans to
return once again to our first principles, both politically
and spiritually. Here, Williamson draws plans to
transform the American political consciousness and
encourage powerful citizen involvement to heal our
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society. With updated material throughout, Williamson
explores the current state of American politics, reminding
us of her theory of holistic politics—the convergence of
political activists looking toward spiritual wisdom and
spiritual contemplatives extending their service into the
political landscape. She believes that a morally
concerned American must now take an active stand in
turning this country away from its current identity as a
nation obsessively in love with its money to a nation
more seriously invested in all of its children and the
potential brilliance of every citizen. “Marianne
Williamson…is attempting to…help not only her followers
but an entire nation” (People). In the wake of the current
political dysphoria, with countless tragedies consistently
on the nightly news, America is facing a time of immense
division. Political parties that completely polarize friends
and family, mass shootings, threats of nuclear war, and a
lack of confidence in our governmental leaders show that
the country is in desperate need of restoration. We need
a new paradigm of political understanding, a moral
commitment to express it, and a new kind of activism to
bring it forth. Healing the Soul of America is a blueprint
for all three and there has never been a more urgent
need.
In A Year of Miracles, Marianne Williamson, the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of the classic A Return to
Love and world-renowned teacher, offers a daily
devotional that helps us develop a positive, loving
mindset and encourages us to live our best selves to
bring miracles into our lives. Williamson has taught
millions around the world the simple yet profound lesson
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that has helped them tap into the divine within
themselves and lead a happier, more fulfilled existence:
How we think determines how we live. If you change
your thoughts, you can change your reality. If you strive
to put your best self forward, the universe responds,
actively helping you, creating miracles that allow you to
flourish. A Year of Miracles is her collection of 365
spiritual readings, including prayers, meditations,
declarations, and affirmations—one for each day of the
year—that offer guidance, support, and enlightenment to
focus your thinking. With this thoughtful meditative
devotional, you can stay mindful, hopeful, and centered
every day, producing miracles in your life. Combining
wisdom drawn from her bestselling books as well as
fresh insight, A Year of Miracles helps enhance your
spiritual journey and opens your eyes to see God acting
through the universe to provide all that you need.
Marianne Williamson is a bestselling author (Return to
Love, Healing the Soul of America), a world-renowned
teacher, and one of the most important inspirational
thinkers of our time. In The Law of Divine Compensation,
she reveals the spiritual principles that help us overcome
financial stress and unleash the divine power of
abundance. A guru to anyone interested in spirituality,
Williamson's words ring with power and truth as she
assures us that, with faith in God's promise of prosperity
for all, we need never fear the future.
From THE AGE OF MIRACLES Sometimes what we
appear to have lost is simply something it was time to
leave behind. Perhaps our system just lets something
go, our having moved through the experience and now
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needing it no more. A friend of mine was sitting once with
two of his best friends, a couple he'd partied long and
hard with during the l960s. At about ten in the evening,
the couple's twentysomething daughter came home, saw
them on the couch, and admonished them, ''You guys
are so boring! You never go out!'' To which all three
responded in unison, ''We were out, and now we're in.''
The mind is its own kind of dance floor. If in fact the
highest, most creative work is the work of
consciousness, then in slowing down we're not doing
less; we're doing more. Having slowed down physically,
we're in a better space to rev up psychically. We are
becoming contemplative. We are shifting from the outer
to the inner not in order to begin our demise, but to
reseed and regreen the consciousness of the planet.
And that's what is happening now: We're going slower in
order to go deeper, in order to go faster in the direction
of urgently needed change in the world. - Marianne
Williamson
From activist, spiritual leader, New York Timesbestselling author, and 2020 presidential candidate
Marianne Williamson comes a prayer for healing
America Prayer is practical, Williamson tells us. “To look
to God is to look to the realm of consciousness that can
deliver us from the pain of living.” Illuminata delivers
prayer into our daily lives with prayers on topics from
releasing anger to finding forgiveness, from finding great
love to achieving intimacy. There are prayers for
couples, for parents, and for children, prayers to mend
broken relationships and prayers to overcome obsessive
and compulsive love. There are prayers to heal the soul,
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prayers to heal the body, and prayers for work and
creativity. Williamson also gives us prayers for the
healing of America, including a prayer of amends on
behalf of European Americans to African Americans and
one to Native Americans. How, Williamson asks, can we
expect anyone to forgive when we have made no formal
apology? “Read my prayers or someone else’s,”
Williamson says. “By all means, create your own.”
Illuminata brings prayer into practical use, creating a
sweeter, more abundant life. “No conventional therapy,”
she says, “can release us from a deep and abiding
psychic pain. Through prayer we find what we cannot
find elsewhere: a peace that is not of this world.”
In a risky plan to free her kidnapped lover, Oonagh
cleverly solves the evil pirate king's riddles, unites the
princess Ethne with her lover, and invents sails.
In this stirring call to arms, the activist, spiritual leader,
and New York Times bestselling author of the classic A
Return to Love confronts the cancerous politics of fear
and divisiveness threatening the United States today,
urging all spiritually aware Americans to return to—and
act out of—our deepest value: love. America’s story is
one of great social achievement. From the Abolitionists
who fought to outlaw slavery, to the Suffragettes who
championed women’s right to vote, to the Civil Rights
proponents who battled segregation and institutionalized
white supremacy, to the proponents of the women’s
movement and gay rights seeking equality for all, citizens
for generations have risen up to fulfill the promise of our
nation. Over the course of America’s history, these
activists have both embodied and enacted the nation’s
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deepest values. Today, America once again is in turmoil.
A spiritual cancer of fear threatens to undo the progress
we have achieved. Discord and hatred are dissolving our
communal bonds and undermining the spirit of social
responsibility—the duty we feel toward one another. In
this powerful spiritual manifesto, Marianne Williamson
offers a tonic for this cultural malignancy. She urges us
to imitate the heroes of our past and live out our deepest
spiritual commitment: where some have sown hatred, let
us now sow love. Williamson argues that we must do
more than respond to external political issues. We must
address the deeper, internal causes that have led to this
current dysfunction. We need a new, whole-person
politics of love that stems not just from the head but from
the heart, not just from intellectual understanding but
from a genuine affection for one another. By committing
to love, we will make a meaningful contribution to the
joyful, fierce and disruptive energies that are rising at this
critical point in time. In the words of Abraham Lincoln,
"we must think anew, and act anew . . . and then we
shall save our country."
Bestselling author of Return to Love and Law of Divine
Compensation, Marianne Williamson shows people how to
live without fear or worry in The Gift of Change. The time in
which we now live is more difficult and stressful than people
are willing to admit. We live with an abiding sense of
collective anxiety. Williamson shows how we are paralyzed in
our current state of fear and anger because we are not facing
and dealing with the true causes of our anxieties and fears.
Williamson reveals that fear and worry do not need to be the
only tools in our tool box for dealing with problems in the
world. As we learn to trust God and the love that surrounds
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us and guides us, we will see that what causes us pain is an
opportunity for growth, healing, and miracles that can
transform us and our world. Williamson delivers hope and
healing as she illuminates ten basic changes that each of us
can make as we learn to view the world through the eyes of
love instead of fear.
The New York Times bestselling author and trusted spiritual
adviser offers a follow-up to his classic Care of the Soul.
Something essential is missing from modern life. Many
who’ve turned away from religious institutions—and others
who have lived wholly without religion—hunger for more than
what contemporary secular life has to offer but are reluctant
to follow organized religion’s strict and often inflexible path to
spirituality. In A Religion of One’s Own, bestselling author
and former monk Thomas Moore explores the myriad
possibilities of creating a personal spiritual style, either inside
or outside formal religion. Two decades ago, Moore’s Care of
the Soul touched a chord with millions of readers yearning to
integrate spirituality into their everyday lives. In A Religion of
One’s Own, Moore expands on the topics he first explored
shortly after leaving the monastery. He recounts the benefits
of contemplative living that he learned during his twelve years
as a monk but also the more original and imaginative
spirituality that he later developed and embraced in his
secular life. Here, he shares stories of others who are
creating their own path: a former football player now on a
spiritual quest with the Pueblo Indians, a friend who makes a
meditative practice of floral arrangements, and a well-known
classical pianist whose audiences sometimes describe having
a mystical experience while listening to her performances.
Moore weaves their experiences with the wisdom of
philosophers, writers, and artists who have rejected
materialism and infused their secular lives with
transcendence. At a time when so many feel disillusioned
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with or detached from organized religion yet long for a way to
move beyond an exclusively materialistic, rational lifestyle, A
Religion of One’s Own points the way to creating an
amplified inner life and a world of greater purpose, meaning,
and reflection.
Three of Marianne Williamson's previous bestsellers -- A
Return to Love, A Woman's Worth, and Illuminata -- explored
the issue of relationships. Now, in this deeply personal
collection of essays, prayers, and self-reflection, she turns to
romantic love. In Illuminata, Williamson wrote that "we
experience God to the extent to which we love, forgive, and
focus on the good in others and ourselves." Now, in
Enchanted Love, she writes that "enchanted partnership
begins with the conscious understanding, on the part of two
people, that the purpose of their relationship is not so much
material as spiritual, and the internal skills demanded by it are
prodigious." High romance, she says, "is not about past or
future. It is not about practicality. It is not about society or
worldly routines. It is an audacious ride to the center of what
is, at the heart of every person. It is a bold and masterful
inquiry into what two people really are and how we might
become, while still on earth, the angels who reside within us."
Presents a compilation of contemporary prayers and
meditations for people of all faiths, covering such topics as
business, friendship, reconciliation, and anger
Healing That Reaches Beyond the Self In this landmark work,
Marianne Williamson reminds us that there is a point in
everyone's spiritual journey where the search for selfawareness can turn into self-preoccupation. All of us are
better off when contemplation of holy principles is at the
center of our lives. But it is in applying those principles in our
lives that we forge the true marriage between heaven and
earth. In the compassionate but clear-eyed prose that has
won her so many avid readers, Williamson shows us that the
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principles which apply to our personal healing also apply to
the healing of the larger world. Calling on Americans to turn
the compassion in our hearts into a powerful force for social
good, Williamson shows us how to transform spiritual activism
into a social activism that will in turn transform America into a
nation seriously invested in the hope of every child and in the
potential of every adult.
Marianne Williamson's bestselling A Return to Love ended
with a prayer in which she asked God to help us "find our way
home, from the pain to peace, from fear to love, from hell to
Heaven." Now, in this stunning new collection of thoughts,
prayers, and rites of passage, Marianne Williamson returns to
prayer. Prayer is practical, Williamson tells us. "To look to
God is to look to the realm of consciousness that can deliver
us from the pain of living." Illuminata brings prayer into our
daily lives, with prayers on topics from releasing anger to
finding forgiveness, from finding great love to achieving
intimacy. There are prayers for couples, for parents, and for
children; prayers to mend broken relationships and prayers to
overcome obsessive and compulsive love. There are prayers
to heal the soul, prayers to heal the body, and prayers for
work and creativity. Williamson also gives us prayers for the
healing of America, including two prayers that have had
powerful effects on audiences at her lectures: a prayer of
amends on behalf of European Americans to AfricanAmericans and one to Native Americans. How, Williamson
asks, can we expect anyone to forgive when we have made
no formal apology? Another section includes rites of passage,
ceremonies of light for the signal events in our lives: blessing
of the newborn, coming of age, marriage, and death. There is
also a ceremony of the elder, for moving into midlife, and a
ceremony of divorce, in which a gentle transition is provided
for both the couple and their children. "Read my prayers or
someone else's," Williamson says. "By all means, create your
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own." Illuminata is a way to bring prayer into practical use,
creating a sweeter, more abundant life for yourself and the
people you care for. "No conventional therapy," she says,
"can release us from a deep and abiding psychic pain.
Through prayer we find what we cannot find elsewhere: a
peace that is not of this world."
Your guardian angels are continually giving you messages,
frequently through signs, such as seeing rainbows, repetitive
number sequences, finding coins or feathers, and hearing
meaningful songs. In this fascinating book, Doreen Virtue and
her son Charles teach you how to understand the signs that
are always around you. You'll gain comfort from reading true
stories of how angels have answered prayers by giving clear
signs revealing their love and protection. You'll also learn how
to ask the angels for signs, along with specific prayers for
your relationships, career, health, and other vital areas of
your life.
“Enthralling, searching, profound, an extraordinarily powerful
work on Jewish identity in the twenty-first century.”—Rabbi
Lord Jonathan Sacks A bold proposal for discovering
relevance in Judaism and ensuring its survival, from a
pioneering social activist, business leader, and fighter pilot in
the Israeli Air Force God Is in the Crowd is an original and
provocative blueprint for Judaism in the twenty-first century.
Presented through the lens of Tal Keinan’s unusual personal
story, it a sobering analysis of the threat to Jewish continuity.
As the Jewish people has become concentrated in just two
hubs—America and Israel—it has lost the subtle code of
governance that endowed Judaism with dynamism and
relevance in the age of Diaspora. This code, as Keinan
explains, is derived from Francis Galton’s “wisdom of
crowds,” in which a group’s collective intelligence, memory,
and even spirituality can be dramatically different from, and
often stronger than, that of any individual member’s. He
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argues that without this code, this ancient people—and the
civilization that it spawned—will soon be extinct. Finally,
Keinan puts forward a bold and original plan to rewrite the
Jewish code, proposing a new model for Judaism and for
community in general. Keinan was born to a secular Jewish
family in Florida. His interest in Judaism was ignited by a
Christian minister at his New England prep school and led
him down the unlikely path to enlistment in the Israel Air
Force. Using his own dramatic experiences as a backdrop,
and applying lessons from his life as a business leader and
social activist, Keinan takes the reader on a riveting
adventure, weaving between past, present, and future, and
fusing narrative with theory to demonstrate Judaism’s value
to humanity and chart its path into the future. Advance praise
for God Is in the Crowd “Beautifully written, brilliantly argued,
this is a unique contribution to the conversation and a must
read for anyone concerned with Jewish continuity.”—Yossi
Klein Halevi, author of Letters to My Palestinian Neighbor
“God Is in the Crowd blends social science, economics,
religion, and national identity to help us see more clearly who
we are as individuals, people, and a society.”—Dan Ariely,
author of The Upside of Irrationality “American, Israeli,
entrepreneur, fighter pilot, and investor: Keinan’s diagnosis
of Israel and the Jewish Diaspora is provided through the lens
of a rich and gripping life story. Keinan’s contribution is
indispensable to the debate about the future of the Jewish
people.”—Dan Senor, co-author of Start-up Nation

Learning to consciously interact in the domain of
subtle energy is the next step in personal and
planetary transformation. The Path of Energy is a
unique handbook of principles, practices and
exercises to help you access your energy awareness
and live a more empowered
life. In the book are 13
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meditations that activate patterns of light within your
energy body to awaken specific abilities and levels of
awareness. Each meditation includes benefits and
purpose, step-by-step written directions augmented
with line drawings, and an interpretive illustration of
the completed energy pattern. Subtle energy is more
than life force; it is the substance of reality and the
vehicle of consciousness. Your body is wired to
navigate this domain. You are equipped with
everything needed to engage the world of energy
and creatively change your life. You simply need to
remember how. The Path of Energy is a guide to
living with expanded consciousness. Included are
techniques that build energy awareness and use this
skill to deepen your spiritual path, intimacy in
relationships, align with earth energy, clear space,
create protection, manifest goals, facilitate healing,
and more.
From activist, spiritual leader, New York Timesbestselling author, and 2020 presidential candidate
Marianne Williamson comes a book about everyday
peace, everyday hope, and everyday grace In these
pages, author Marianne Williamson acts as a guide
back to the spiritual source, exploring the ways to
nurture a thriving soul in a harsh world. The large
and small difficulties of our days challenge us to
open our hearts and minds. With an attitude of hope,
a call to forgive, and a celebration of miracles,
Williamson helps readers to find sacred footing on
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ordinary ground. For no matter what, there is always
an opportunity to be happy. Everyone is entitled to
the pleasures of everyday grace.
Does the Church need to change, and if so, where?
In his signature frank style, Coren explains and
outlines why the Church believes as it does on many
of the most pressing moral issues, giving reasons for
teaching and belief and applying these to
contemporary challenges. And for those areas where
the Church must change and establish reform,
Coren will offer insight into the faith's next steps. The
Church is at a crossroads, but perhaps more
significantly, the Western world is changing. How the
Church deals with this phenomenon will decide and
define much of the world's future.
In this life-changing book, Dr. Herbert Benson draws
on his twenty-five years as a physician and
researcher to reveal how affirming beliefs,
particularly belief in a higher power, make an
important contribution to our physical health. We are
not simply nourished by meditation and prayer, but
are, in essence, "wired for God." Combining the
wisdom of modem medicine and of age-old faith. Dr.
Benson shows how anyone can, with the aid of a
caring physician or healer, use their beliefs and other
self-care methods to heal over 60 percent of medical
problems. As practical as it is spiritual, Timeless
Healing is a blueprint for healing and transforming
your life.
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